
“Printers are educated in the Belief, that when Men differ in Opinion, both Sides ought equally 

to have the Advantage of being heard by the Publick; and that when Truth and Error have fair 

Play, the former is always an overmatch for the latter: Hence they chearfully serve all 

contending Writers that pay them well, without regarding on which side they are of the Question 

in Dispute.” (Excerpted from Apology for Printers, Jun 10, 1731) 

The Harm of One-Sided News Sources

Two hundred and eighty seven years ago, Benjamin Franklin wrote these words to 

convey a fundamental truth that should serve as the basis for any and all newspaper publications. 

The belief was that in the case of conflicting opinions involving a current event, a printer must 

ignore his own bias and report on both points of view. Ideally, this method would allow the 

accurate viewpoint to make itself known. Anyone can agree that this practice is logical. Surely 

every person has a desire to learn the truth, right?  

While this conclusion may seem reasonable on paper, it is rarely applied in modern day 

society. Many contemporary news sources- whether it be a newspaper, magazine, or television 

program- don’t live up to Franklin’s ideals, often strictly stating one side of the story in attempts 

to convince the reader that it is the full truth.  

This malpractice can almost always be recognized in our country’s news stories involving 

politics. In today’s culture, the reality is that nearly every news source can be classified as either 

“left-leaning” or “right-leaning”. Sources generally report on stories that support their own 

opinions, and this bias is often highly evident. For instance, an article entitled “Democrats poised 

to make historic impeachment push, after dust from midterms settles” from popular conservative 

news website Fox News focuses on the push from democrats to impeach President Trump. It 
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describes how House Minority Whip Steny Hoyer “said impeachment proceedings would be a 

‘distraction.’ There would, he added, ‘be time for that’ later.” and states that House Minority 

Leader Nancy Pelosi “said impeachment is ‘not a priority’”. The article also features anti-liberal 

tones throughout by describing democrats as “increasingly whispering”, sharing claims that their 

plan would “backfire politically”, and stating that a representative “has faltered in the polls in 

recent weeks”.  This article is biased in that it has no mention of the democratic argument in 

favor of impeaching the president, but focuses heavily on comments that conservative 

Trump-supporters would rather hear. 

Why do these sources report on only one side of the story? Perhaps their goal is to build a 

devoted following of people whose views are similar to those of the source. Seeking validation 

of their opinions, these people will continually turn to the source- helping the source profit. 

While this phenomenon ultimately benefits the company behind the news source, it in turn harms 

our society. By finding news sources that align with his or her own beliefs, an individual 

socialized to believe that the news is always correct strengthens his or her own argument and 

may go on to cause conflict with those of differing viewpoints. From petty arguments in the 

Facebook comment section to marches or protests turned violent, there is no denying that the 

clash between people holding opposite political opinions is a serious issue plaguing our 

population. 

Unfortunately, the negative effects of one-sided news sources don’t end there. Come 

election time, many voters may take time to research the candidates and their beliefs by reading 

or watching news stories about said candidate. One-sided sources, however, are naturally 

inclined to paint their party’s contender in a positive light, omitting any arguments against the 
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candidate. This somewhat of a misrepresentation skews the voter’s perception of the candidate 

and if no further attempt at research is made, he or she may not make the best decision at the 

polls. 

Anyone could look at this ever worsening situation and make the conclusion that our 

nation is doomed. The solution to this dilemma, however, may be right in front of us, found in 

the words of our founding father, Benjamin Franklin. “Both Sides ought equally to have the 

Advantage of being heard by the Publick”. Franklin’s sentiment found in Apology For Printers 

expresses the exact opposite of what is practiced by the media today. Considering the harm that 

our modern methods have caused, however, perhaps it is what we need. Franklin’s quote  must be 

taken as a call to action. A call to make the truth known. 
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